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20.02.2010 > 13.06.2010

Scuderie del Quirinale Rome

1

Caravaggio
Michelangelo Merisi
1571-1610

2

This exhibition is designed to be a
tribute to the unique character of
Caravaggio’s work in this year in which
celebrations are being held to mark the
400th anniversary of his death. The
decision to focus only on paintings
known to be by Caravaggio himself has
meant that we have excluded any works
attributed to his ‘school’ and have set
aside, almost in a kind of temporary
suspension, the ‘additional versions’
and all of the questionable works. The
end result is a consistent and stringent
exhibition that sheds new light on the
various stages in the development of
Caravaggio’s tortured artistic career –

an exciting, crystal-clear display that
distills and enhances the exceptional,
indeed the unique, quality of his output.
The exhibition will include many of
Caravaggio’s most representative works,
including the ‘Bacchus’ from Florence’s
Ufﬁzi Gallery, the ‘Lute Player’ from the
Hermitage in St Petersburg, ‘Amor Vincit
Omnia’ from the Staatliche Museum in
Berlin, the ‘David With the Head of
Goliath’ from the Borghese Gallery in
Rome, theMusicians’ from the Metropolitan Museum in New York, and
numerous other masterpieces from
many of the most important museums
in Italy and around the world.

Opposite Page
St John the Baptist
1602-03, Oil on canvas
172.7 x 132 cm
Nelson Atkins Museum
of Fine Art, Kansas City
1
The Lute Player
1594-95, Oil on canvas
96 x 121 cm
Private collection
2
Amor Vincit Omnia
1602, Oil on canvas
156.5 x 113.3 cm
Staatliche Museum, Berlin

4
3
The Cardsharps
1595-96, Oil on canvas
91.5 x 128.2 cm
Kimbell Art Museum,
Fort Worth, Texas
4
Bacchus
1597, Oil on canvas
95 x 85 cm
Uffizi Gallery,
Florence

3

www.scuderiequirinale.it

05.06.2010 > 28.08.2010
Sara Landau
Hyper Pop Post

1

not only in terms of hyper-realism, however, but also as regards a problematic
relationship with the Pop Art of Roy
Lichtenstein and Tom Wesselmann,
and the more closely related results of
the work of Alex Katz, which can be
compared for the contrast between
the apparent simplicity and the actual
indeﬁnability of the ﬁnal result.

The Rovereto Mart Trentino

The exhibition is part of the ‘Young in
the Future’ programme, with which the
Mart offers young international talent
an opportunity to exhibit their work
and show themselves for the ﬁrst time
to critics and collectors.
The fourteen paintings selected for
the exhibition, painted between 2008
and 2010, depict female faces painted
in a hyper-realistic way. The sharpness
of detail by contrast accentuates an
equally strong impression of vagueness:
the faces are framed in such a way as to
exclude their bodies, and it is impossible to say whether the young women
depicted are real people or idealised
models. Landau’s work should be seen

However, unlike Pop Art, Sara Landau’s
research is aimed at the revelation of an
artiﬁcial and contrived beauty, in ﬁerce
competition with time and the ﬂow of
life. Her merciless investigation is that
of a woman within the experience of
women, with her mental processes and
aspirations laid bare.

4

2

3

5

www.mart.trento.it
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Opposite Page
Paola (detail)
2009-10, Oil on canvas
122 cm x 122 cm
Artist’s Collection
1 &2
Natasha (plus detail)
2009, Oil on canvas
122 cm x 122 cm
Private Collection
3
Evelyn
2008, Oil on canvas
61 cm x 61 cm
Private Collection
4
Gabriella
2009-10, Oil on canvas
152.5 cm x 122 cm
Artist’s Collection
5
Jacklyn
2008, Oil on canvas
61 cm x 76 cm
Private Collection
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The Spectacular Art
of Jean-Léon Gérôme

Opposite page
The End of the Sitting
1886, Oil on canvas
33 x 27.4 cm
Private Collection

J Paul Getty Museum Los Angeles

Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824–1904) was
among the most ofﬁcially honored and
ﬁnancially successful French artists of
the second half of the 19th century. His
brilliantly painted and often provocative
pictures were at the centre of heated
debates over the present and future of
the great French painting tradition.
Reproduced using brand new photomechanical processes and dispersed
across Europe and America, Gérôme’s
images indelibly marked the popular
imagination, directly inﬂuencing
spectacular forms of mass entertainment, from theatre to ﬁlm.
2

3|4

Through most of the 20th century,
however, Gérôme’s critical reputation
was tarnished by his alleged commercialism and his stubborn opposition to the
triumphant avant-garde movements of
Impressionism and Post-impressionism.
The ﬁrst comprehensive exhibition of
his work in almost 40 years, this
exhibition offers the opportunity to
reconsider the variety and complexity
of Gérôme’s masterful oeuvre.
The exhibition brings together works
that span Gérôme’s entire career, from
his early ‘Néo-Grec’ paintings with their
lighthearted take on classical antiquity,
to his variety of historical scenes that
still impress with their dramatic realism.
A core group of Jean-Léon Gérôme’s
Orientalist genre paintings are also on
view. These paintings were inspired by
the people and architecture he saw on
his many voyages, beginning in the late
1850s, to Egypt, the Holy Land, and Asia
Minor. Late in life, Gérôme shifted his
focus to sculpture, conducting innovative experiments with polychromy that

5
were informed by the latest archeological knowledge of antique sculpture.
Although derided by critics, Jean-Léon
Gérôme’s colourful, ornate statues –
key examples of which are included in
the exhibition – were popular among
collectors, for whom he had them
reproduced in a variety of sizes and
materials.

www.getty.edu

This exhibition is organized by the J Paul
Getty Museum, Los Angeles, the Musée
d'Orsay, Paris, and the Réunion des
musées nationaux, Paris, in association
with the Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid.

1
Landscape in the East
(Fortified city)
1868, Oil on paper
mounted on canvas
24 x 32 cm
George Garret Museum,
Vesoul
2
Veiled Circassian Woman
1876, Oil on canvas
40.5 x 33 cm
Qatar Museums Authority,
Doha
3
Slave Auction
1866, Oil on canvas
84.8 x 63.5 cm
The Hermitage, St Petersburg
4
The Slave Market in Rome
c 1884, Oil on canvas
92 x 74 cm
The Hermitage, St Petersburg
5
The Cock Fight
1846, Oil on canvas
204 x 143 cm
Musée d’Orsay, Paris
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23.06.2010 > 10.10.2010

Opposite page
Portrait of Giovanna della
Alblizi Tornabuoni
(detail)
1
Eye (detail)
2
Portrait of Giovanna
della Alblizi Tornabuoni
1489-90, Tempera and oil
on panel
77 x 49 cm
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid
3
Portrait of a Young Woman
c1490-94,Tempera on panel
44 x 32 cm
Museo Calouste Gulbenkian,
Lisbon

Ghirlandaio
and Renaissance Florence

1

Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza Madrid

Domenico Ghirlandaio’s Portrait of
Giovanna degli Albizzi Tornabuoni has
been the iconic image that represents
the Old Master Paintings collection of
the Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza.
An absolute masterpiece within the
artist’s oeuvre and within Florentine art,
it perfectly and beauti- fully reﬂects
Renaissance ideals of the last quarter of
the ﬁfteenth century. Giovanna, born in
1468, was the eighth daughter of Maso
di Luca degli Albizzi and Caterina
Soderini. She received the type of
education considered appropriate for
young women of her social status.

2

3
The most important event in Giovanna’s
life was her marriage to Lorenzo
Tornabuoni (1468-97), heir to an inﬂuential family with links to the Medici.
Their wedding was celebrated in
September 1486: the festivities were
most lavish and for three days the
beautiful Giovanna held centre stage.

4
On 11 October 1487, Lorenzo & Giovanna
Tornabuoni’s ﬁrst child, Giovannino, was
born. However, tragically, Giovanna
died aged nineteen during her second
pregnancy the following year. She was
buried in the church of Santa Maria
Novella where she is portrayed in the
Visitation fresco painted by Ghirlandaio.

Giovanna has been preserved for
posterity by Domenico Ghirlandaio, who.
around 1489 received the commission
for a posthumous portrait intended to
hang permanently in a place of honour
in the Palazzo Tornabuoni. The painting
and its wider context are the focus
around which the exhibition is organised.

www.museothyssen.org

4
Ultraviolet photography
with composition lines
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10.07.2010 > 26.09.2010

1

1

Sargent
and the Sea

Royal Academy of Arts London

The exhibition will be the ﬁrst to
examine in depth the little explored,
but highly important paintings, watercolours and drawings depicting seascapes and coastal scenes executed
during the ﬁrst ﬁve years of John Singer
Sargent’s career (1874- 1879).

2

The masterwork ‘Setting out to Fish’, will
serve as the centrepiece of the 80 works
exhibited, and will be joined by other
works produced during, and inspired
by, the artist’s summer journeys from
his home in Paris to Brittany, Normandy,
and Capri, as well as two transatlantic
voyages. His passion for the sea and his
knowledge of seafaring are evident in
this important group of early work,
executed when he was between 18 and
23 years of age.

4
While John Singer Sargent is best
known for his society portraits, the
extent and quality of his marine output
will be a complete revelation to nearly
all audiences, even to specialists in the
ﬁeld. With the exception of the two
well-known Cancale oils, Sargent’s
seascapes have not been widely studied
or reproduced. Moreover, these pictures
and their preparatory and related works,
have never been considered in the
context of John Singer Sargent’s career
and the history of marine painting in
general.
For the ﬁrst time, this project will relate
his freely-handled marine drawings,
both large and small, to his watercolours, oil sketches and ﬁnished oil
paintings of marine subjects.

Opposite Page
Boats II
c1879, Watercolour and
graphite on paper
Private Collection
1
Two Boys on a Beach
with Boats
1878, Oil on panel
The Society of Swedish
Literature in Finland

5
2
Low Tide at Cancale
Harbour
1878, Oil on canvas
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
3
En Route pour la pêche
(Setting out to Fish)
1878, Oil on canvas
Corcoran Gallery of Art,
Washington DC
4
Sketch for ‘En Route
pour la pêche’
1877, Graphite on paper
Private Collection
5
The Derelict
c 1876, Oil on canvas
Private Collection

3

www.royalacademy.org.uk

International

Fernando Botero
Paintings at the Museum
of Fine Arts
Szépművészeti Múzeum Budapest

Rotund and voluptuous forms, charac-

Botero is a productive artist and a

people, animals and objects dominate
the works of Colombian-born Fernando
Botero. The language of his colourful
and often luminous works is understandable for all; he opens up a seemingly
distant Latin American reality and
transforms it into a familiar world. His
works are linked by the underlying
quality of universality and his use of the
most elemental gestures renders his
ideas of the world and its various
phenomena visible.

whose works can be found in public
collections in countries across the
world including Japan, Russia, Germany,
Finland, Italy, Colombia and the United
States. The exhibition comprises some
sixty, mostly large oil paintings and

how the artist draws inspiration and
pays tribute to the classical European
masters and invites visitors to the land
of Latin America throbbing with life
and colour. Based on their themes, the
paintings can be grouped into still-lifes,
paraphrases, as well as the places and
events of life in LatinAmerica: everyday

allowing an insight into a unique world
that can be described by a kind of
striving for monumentality and timelessness, rooted in the ancient GrecoLatin tradition, while demonstrating

arenas and the circus. The exhibition is
not exclusively built around a thematic
arrangement of the works since it also
focuses on the precedents that appear
in the paintings of Botero.

www.szepmuveszeti.hu

Opposite Page
(after Van Eyck)

Fernando Botero
Portrait made during
his stay in the Hague
The Nuncio

In the Park

Man & Woman
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07.10.2010 > 23.01.2011
The Golden Age of
Dutch and Flemish Painting
from the Städel Museum

1

Guggenheim Bilbao

Opposite Page
Jan Vermeer van Delft
The Geographer
1669, Oil on canvas
51.6 cm x 45.4 cm
1
Gerrit Adriaensz
Berckheyde
The Two Amsterdam
Synagogues
1680-85, Oil on oak wood
32.3 cm x 45.5 cm

2

3
2
Jan Victors
Boas Assumes the Legacy
of Elimelech
c1651-53, Oil on canvas
180 cm x 201.7 cm
3
Jan van Goyen
The Haarlem Sea
1656, Oil on oak wood
40.5 x 55.5 cm
4
Bartholomäus Breenbergh
The Martyrdom
of St Lawrence
1647, Oil on canvas
86.8 x 102 cm

Founded in 1816, the Städel Museum
in Frankfurt is home to one of Europe’s
most important collections of 17th
century art, with particular emphasis
on Dutch & Flemish painting. This genre
constituted the cornerstone of the
collection amassed by Johann Friedrich
Städel (1728-1816), which was used to
found the museum bearing his name.
The exhibition features 130 iconic works
by the leading masters of the Golden
Age, offering an interesting reﬂection
on how this period – a time of extraordinary historical and artistic interest –
promoted the development of new
pictorial genres and the redeﬁnition of
other traditional ones. Still-lifes and
vanitas, landscapes, portraits, and
religious and historical scenes are
distributed by theme.

4

www.guggenheim-bilbao.es

All works are from the Städel
Museum, Frankfurt am Main
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12.10.2010 > 13.01.2011

1

Gustave Courbet
A Dream of Modern Art

2

Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt

His portraits are life-like and defy the
artistic convention of idealisation.
He is regarded both as a major pioneer
of socially engaged painting (eg The
Stone Breakers) and as a revolutionary
of the Paris Commune (proposing to
dismantle the Vendôme column).
But Courbet also had an entirely
other side: he was one of the greatest
dreamers in history. In his portraits,
landscapes, still-lifes and drawings, he
depicts a meditative, contemplative,
inward- looking world, which stood
in stark contrast to the fast-paced
industrialisation of the period.

3
Gustave Courbet is one of the most
fascinating artists of the 19th century.
He is the pre-eminent representative of
Realism and the spearhead of a style of
painting committed to social issues.

5
Opposite Page
Portrait of the Artist
(The Desperate Man)
1844-45, Oil on canvas
45 x 54 cm
Private Collection
Courtesy of BNP Paribas
Art Advisory, 1959
1&2
Exhibition views
3
La Falaise d'Étretat
c1869, Oil on canvas
93 x 114 cm
Von der Heydt-Museum,
Wuppertal
4
A Bacchante
c1844-47, Oil on canvas
65 x 81 cm
Rau Collection, Unicef
5
Lovers in the Country
c1844, Oil on canvas
61 x 50 cm
Petit Palais, Musée des
Beaux-Arts de la ville
de Paris

3

4

More than 80 works from all over
the world will reprepresent this ‘other’
Courbet, who from a starting point in
German Romanticism realised the
vision of a poetic art of the Modern,
later to be further developed by Paul
Cézanne and Pablo Picasso, and in the
schools of Symbolism, Surrealism and
Magic Realism. Many of his works
radiate a kind of somnambulistic
sensualism and are set in remote areas,
isolated from the outside world – one
reason why so many contemporary
artists continue to refer to Gustave
Courbet.

4

www.schirn.de
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15.10.2010 > 13.02.2011
Lucas Cranach the Elder
The Other Renaissance
Galleria Borghese Rome

1

Lucas Cranach (1472-1553) is perhaps
best known as a friend and supporter
of Martin Luther, at whose wedding
he was the best man and with whom
he laid the foundations of a Protestant
iconology. The court painter to
Frederick the Wise of Saxony for all of
50 years and head of a large and very
busy studio in Wittenberg, Cranach also
introduced other subjects into German
painting, especially a new imagery of
the nude and the erotic, as well as
humanistic themes and a particularly
incisive and innovative portraiture:
classical subjects with a new look that
was ‘nonclassical’, captivating, sensual,
and brilliantly painted.

Cranach was a leading figure of ‘another
Renaissance’, which was different from
both the classicism theorised and
practiced by his great contemporary
2 Dürer, and from the Italian Renaissance.

He was a court artist, but in an innovative way: one who was able to establish
a completely new and visually very
attractive formal language. The
exhibition aims to provide an overall
view of the artistic production of a
Renaissance painter, court artist and
innovator who was attached to the
Flemish tradition, but also influenced
by the new developments in Italian
painting.

Opposite Page
Lucas Cranach
Venus and Cupid
with a Honeycomb
c1531, Oil on wood
169 x 67 cm
Galleria Borghese, Rome
1
Lucas Cranach
Judith with the Head
of Holofernes
1526, Oil on wood
87.3 x 57.4 cm
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister
Museumslandschaft
Hessen, Kassel
2
Lorenzo Lotto
Madonna & Child
with St Flavian and
St Onofrious
1508, Oil on wood
51 x 65 cm
Galleria Borghese, Rome
3
Lucas Cranach
Melancolia
1532, Oil on board
51 x 97 cm
Statens Museum for Kunst
(National Gallery of Denmark,
Copenhagen)

The Galleria Borghese presents about
45 of Cranach’s most significant works,
which come from the leading public
collections in Europe and the United
States. Several of them will be shown
for the first time outside their permanent collection, while 10 woodcuts
demonstrate Cranach’s incredible
virtuosity and inventiveness in the
graphic medium.

3

www.galleriaborghese.it

21.10.2010 > 16.01.2011
Cézanne’s
Card Players

1

The Courtauld Gallery London

Paul Cézanne’s famous paintings
of peasant card players and pipe
smokers are considered to be among
his most iconic and powerful works.
This exhibition, curated by The
Courtauld Gallery and The Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, is the first
to focus on these masterpieces.
The exhibition brings together the most
comprehensive group of these works
ever staged,including three of the Card
Players paintings,five of the most outstanding peasant portraits and the
majority of the exquisite preparatory
drawings, watercolours and oil studies.
The Card Players and his Bathers series
are regarded as the most ambitious and
complex figurative works of Cézanne’s
career.

3
generations of avant-garde artists. For
Pablo Picasso, Cézanne’s peasants were
a touchstone for his Cubist portraits and
their example resonates throughout
the twentieth century with particular
homages paid to them by artists as
diverse as Fernand Léger and Jeff Wall.

peasants through a vibrant patchwork
of brushstrokes which animates the
surface of the paintings. For most 19th
century viewers his technique would
have appeared as coarse as his peasant
subject matter but the Card Players
would prove an inspiration to later

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of
Cézanne’s card player and peasant
works is that their evocation of
unchanging traditions was achieved by
pushing the boundaries of painting in
radical new directions. Cézanne painted
freely and inventively, rendering his

2
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5

www.courtauld.ac.uk

Opposite Page
Man with a Pipe
c1892-96, Oil on canvas
73 x 60 cm
The Courtauld Gallery,
London
1
Study for the Card Players
c1890-92, Oil on canvas
32 x 35 cm
Worcester Art Museum,
Massachusetts
2
Man with a Pipe
(Study for the Card
Players)
c1890-92, Watercolour
on paper
51 x 32 cm
Private Collection
3
The Card Players
c1890-92, Oil on canvas
65.4 x 81.9 cm
The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York
4
Man in a Blue Smock
c1892-97, Oil on canvas
80.5 x 64.8 cm
Kimbell Art Museum,
Fort Worth
5
The Smoker
c1892, Oil on canvas
91 x 72 cm
The State Hermitage Museum,
St Petersburg

30.10.2010 > 23.01.2011
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Pioneering Painters
The Glasgow Boys 1880-1900

1

Royal Academy of Arts London

The Royal Academy of Arts presents the
ﬁrst major exhibition in London for over
40 years to celebrate the achievement
of the Glasgow Boys, the loosely knit
group of young painters who created
a stir at home and abroad in the ﬁnal
decades of the nineteenth century.
The exhibition features over 80 oil
paintings, watercolours and pastels
from public and private collections by
such artists as Guthrie, Lavery, Melville,
Crawhall, Walton, Henry and Hornel.
Together they presented a new art,
which had a major impact at home and
abroad in the closing decades of the
nineteenth century.

2

3

4
The resultant works were, from c1880
to 1900, among the most experimental
and ambitious to be produced in the
UK.Taking inspiration from such French
Naturalist painters as Bastien-Lepage
and also from Whistler, the Glasgow
Boys produced some of the most revolutionary painting in Britain, drawing
praise in London, Munich, Vienna and
further aﬁeld.

Their symbolist pictures were admired
and emulated in secessionist circles in
Germany and Austria.
This significant exhibition which is held
in the Sackler Wing of Galleries, Burlington House, maps the Glasgow Boys’
responses in both subject matter and
technique to developments which were
taking place in Paris in the 1870s & 1880s.

These artists sought to liberate their
art from the staid, dark toned narrative
paintings being produced in Glasgow
and Edinburgh in order to explore the
effects of realist subject matter and the
particular effects of light captured
through working out of doors, directly
in front of the motif.

www.royalacademy.org.uk

Opposite Page
George Henry
Japanese Lady with a Fan
1894, Oil on canvas
61 x 40.6 cm
Lent by Kelvingrove Art Gallery
and Museum, Culture and
Sport Glasgow on behalf of
Glasgow City Council. Given
by Mrs M D Lindsay in memory
of Col Barclay Shaw, 1927
1
Arthur Melville
Brig o'Turk
1893, Watercolour
60.8 x 86.4 cm
The Robertson Collection,
Orkney
2
James Guthrie
Old Willie
1886, Oil on canvas
60.8 x 50.8 cm
Lent by Kelvingrove Art Gallery
and Museum, Culture and
Sport Glasgow on behalf of
Glasgow City Council
3
James Guthrie
To Pastures New
1882-83, Oil on canvas
92 x 152.3 cm
Aberdeen Art Gallery
& Museums Collections
4
Sir James Guthrie
Hard at It
1883
Kelvingrove Art Gallery and
Museum
© Culture and Sport Glasgow
(Museums)

16.12.2010 > 20.03.2011
Gabriel Metsu
A Master Rediscovered

1

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

Despite his untimely death, Gabriel
Metsu produced a number of works
which are considered some of the best
paintings from the Golden Age, such as
‘Woman Reading a Letter’, ‘Man Writing
a Letter’ and ‘The Sick Child’.

Opposite Page
A Man Writing a Letter
1664-66, Oil on panel
52 x 40.5 cm
National Gallery of Ireland,
Dublin
1
Old Woman Meditating
1660-62, Oil on panel
28.6 x 26.5 cm
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
2
The Sick Child
1664-66, Oil on canvas
32.2 x 27.2 cm
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
3
A Woman Reading
a Letter
1664-66, Oil on panel
52.5 x 40.2 cm
National Gallery of Ireland,
Dublin
4
The Cook
c 1657-62, Oil on canvas
40 x 33.7 cm
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid
5
An Old Man Holding
a Pipe and Tankard
1661-63, Oil on panel
22 x 19.5 cm
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

Even during his lifetime, Metsu’s
paintings were sold at high prices to
collectors in the Netherlands and
abroad. In the 18th and 19th centuries,
his fame reached great proportions.
During this period, paintings by
Johannes Vermeer, which today are
world famous, were sold mistakenly
as works by Gabriel Metsu, who at that
time was more popular. Along with
Vermeer, Jan Steen, Gerard ter Borch
and Pieter de Hooch, Metsu was one
of the leading genre painters of the 17th
century. With his unique feel for detail
and materials, his paintings of everyday
scenes offer us a splendid glimpse into
the lives of the Dutch, their clothing
and activities during the Golden Age.
The Rijksmuseum has brought together
over 35 of his finest works from private
collections and museums from across
the world.

2
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www.rijksmuseum.nl

